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From the
Executive Director
Dear Friends,
What a whirlwind of a year! We reached hundreds
of students across our region with free storytelling
programming, produced an inspiring season of theater
generated by young people, honored our community
at our Giving Voice Award Celebration (pg. 17) and
welcomed new staff and board members to our team
(pg. 24), all while completing a transformative strategic
planning process (pg. 14) that grounded us in values of
anti-oppression, authenticity, dedication to craft and a
deep commitment to holding young people at the center of every decision
we make.
Over the past year, our young playwrights wielded the power of their own
stories—ranging from the explicitly political to the purely imaginative—in
ways that positively transformed them, their audiences and their
communities. Our Silence is Violence performance series (pg. 10) continued
with a celebration of the pride, perseverance and culture of DC’s LGBTQ+
youth in Silence is Violence: LGBTQ+ You, followed by an exploration of
environmental justice through the lens of gentrification in DC in Silence is
Violence: Whose Earth is This, DC?. Our 2018 New Play Festival (pg. 11)
presented fourteen original, student-written plays with story topics that
ranged from confronting vengeful werewolves and ghosts to overcoming
trauma to immigrating to United States.
Partnerships with DC theaters like the Welders and the National Theatre
provided students with artist talks and trips to see great plays and
performances. We deepened our relationships with dozens of In-School and
After-School Program partners, and expanded our out-of-school-time
program offerings throughout the region. And we laid the groundwork for
our first-ever full-year arts-integration residency with the SEED School of
Washington, DC for the 2018-2019 school year (pg. 8).
And you—our inspiring community of donors, funders, volunteers,
partners, artists and fans—were with us every step of the way. In this report,
you will see how your support continues to affect change in our
community by allowing us to share the inherent brilliance of our students
with the world. I hope you enjoy the stories you read here, and I can’t wait
to see you at our next performance!
Sincerely,

Brigitte Winter,
YPT Executive Director
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Who We Are
In FY18, YPT completed an emergent strategic
planning process to inform our vision for the
future. Our new Touchstone Statement names
the values and beliefs we use to guide our
work. You can read more about our strategic
planning process on pg. 14.

Our Mission
Young Playwrights’ Theater inspires young
people to realize the power of their own
voices.

Our Touchstone
Young Playwrights’ Theater believes that
creative expression and theater are
valuable tools for the education,
enrichment and self-actualization of young
people. Through our programs and
productions, we fulfill their creative vision by
hiring professional artists to guide and
perform original youth-generated work for
their peers and for the public.
YPT believes that it is important that youth,
especially those whose voices are often
minimized, have access to high-quality arts
education that centers their experience and
is culturally competent and affirming for all
young people involved. In order to do this
work, YPT acknowledges oppression and
reduces its harm through our internal and
external structures and practices.

Tiarra Gendi, Silence is Violence:
LGBTQ+ You
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YPT believes that our students are inherently
brilliant and we exist to share that brilliance
with the world.

Programs
Students Served: 840

YPT’s arts education programs made many strides as well as some unique
changes this past fiscal year. Through our In-School and After-School
Playwriting Programs, we were able to reach over 800 students all over
the DC area and also in Alexandria and Arlington, VA. In FY18, we worked
with Barnard Elementary School, Brent Elementary School, Brightwood
Education Campus, DC International School, Drew Elementary School,
H-B Woodlawn Secondary Program, Harriet Tubman Elementary School,
LAB School of Washington, Lee Montessori PCS, Mundo Verde PCS,
Murch Elementary School, Nalle Elementary School, Payne Elementary
School, Ron Brown College Preparatory High School, Shepherd
Elementary School, Simon Elementary School, SEED School of
Washington, DC, Truesdell Education Campus, Turner Elementary School,
Wakefield High School, Washington School for Girls and Wheatley
Education Campus.
YPT also taught workshops at the following community sites: City
Blossoms at Cardozo High School, LINK, Maya Angelou at New
Beginnings, Reach, Inc., Sitar Arts Center and SMYAL.

Forming Partnerships
Notably, in an effort to meet the various needs of our partner schools,
we’ve adapted our traditional playwriting workshop curriculum to
incorporate students’ current projects in other disciplines as well as to
allow flexibility of scheduling and program completion. For example, at
the SEED School of Washington, DC, the Tales from the Crypt Project drew
connections between history and creative expression when students were
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Programs

continued

tasked with researching historical Washingtonians and creating plays
loosely based on these figures. The Tales from the Crypt Project also led
to our first-ever year-long arts residency at the SEED School. This means
that instead of our 12-week model, YPT will be teaching in SEED
classrooms for the full 2018-2019 school year!

Young Playwrights’ Workshop
Our Young Playwrights’ Workshop and Young Playwrights’ Guild were
very busy this year. This year’s cohort of Young Playwrights’
Workshop conceived and devised their own one-act play, The Curse of
the Burnes’, complete with a cast of colorful characters and an intriguing
story. Throughout the year, they relied on acting and movement
techniques taught by Young Playwrights’ Workshop facilitator Thembi
Duncan, and playwriting techniques guided by Program Associate
Claudia Rosales Waters.

Young Playwrights’ Guild
Our theater partnerships with the Welders and the National Theatre
afforded our Young Playwrights’ Guild students with the opportunity to
see many plays and to use what they observed to hone their own
original one-act plays. An special trip to see National Theatre’s
production of Mean Girls included Q&A with playwright Tina Fey,
composer Jeff Richmond and lyricist Nell Benjamin. The Welders’
interactive production of Hello, My Name Is... was complemented with a
special workshop taught by the playwright Deb Sivigny.
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Jeff Richmond, Tina Fey and Nell Benjamin with Young Playwrights’ Guild
and Young Playwrights’ Workshop before Mean Girls Performance

Our
Students
In FY18...

We served students
attending schools in
all 8 wards in
Washington, DC!

On average, 82% of the students we
served were students of color.

2% 3%

19%
17%

59%

Black/African American
White
Latinx
Asian
Multiracial

partner schools received
63% ofTitleourI assistance
that supports
access to free and
reduced lunch for
our students.
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Our Impact

Each year, YPT evaluates our arts education
programs using qualitative and quantitative
assessment tools that measure students’ writing
skills, confidence and their experiences with YPT.
Our assessments given at the beginning and
the end of each program include questions that
measure student engagement, self-confidence
and ability to interpret and give constructive
feedback.
The data below demonstrates that by the end of a student’s time with
YPT, over 80% of students across elementary, middle and high school
grade levels feel that YPT played a huge part in increasing their selfconfidence, ability to work with others and overall enjoyment in writing.

85%

of students agreed
that working with
YPT helped them
feel like stronger
writers.

“I feel stronger in writing and
expressing myself”-Kemistry I.,
Washington School for Girls

89%

of students agreed
that YPT increased
their confidence in
working with their
peers.

“I feel way more confident about giving
feedback after [YPT].”-Denim G.,
Shepherd Elementary School

80%
7

of students agreed
that they would
tell other students
about YPT!

“It is FUN to be in this class!”
-Antony D., Truesdell Education Campus

Reflection

Seed School of
Washington, DC
By YPT Program Director
Jared Shamberger
We have many wonderful partners and all
of them are important to YPT. A particular
partnership that has grown exponentially is
with SEED School. Last year, we
conducted after-school programs in both
fall and spring semesters as well as a
special in-school program that integrated
into their English and history classes. This
in-school program was especially
rewarding, not only because I taught the
program myself and I love to teach, but
also because it engaged the students in a
way that we haven’t done before.
At first, the students were a bit reluctant.
An English/history project wasn’t exactly
their idea of fun, but once they finished
their research on a historical
Washingtonian, they jumped full force into
writing five-minute plays about a pivotal
moment in that person’s life. With just
a few simple parameters, the students
creatively explored structure, plot twists,
character development and even a bit of
romance. It’s always incredible to watch
students create something they didn’t
know they could, but this experience was
most astounding by far. Due to the success
of this program, we are now engaging
SEED in a full-year in-school program in
which a YPT teaching artist will be paired
with two history classroom teachers to
incorporate creative writing into all of their
lessons. We are very excited and know this
is just the beginning of a truly remarkable
partnership.
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Meet Promising
Playwright
Lila Benavente
At Mundo Verde Public Charter School, YPT’s
After-School Playwriting Program finds cool
ways to connect performance and writing.
Mundo Verde 4th grader Lila Benavente was a
proud playwright/performer in YPT Teaching
Artist Mr. Jonathan’s workshop. Last spring, she teamed up with two
other playwrights to write a play about two sisters and a badly behaved
friend who comes between them. Because Lila and her cohorts also
performed the play, part of the inspiration for the characters came from
their own personalities as people.
“Well, we were mostly just thinking, like, what we could do with how we
are and how we could look, or what we enjoy doing,” explains Lila.
Lila is no stranger to writing. She’s written plays before and also writes
songs and poetry in her spare time. In fact, Lila wants to pursue acting
and singing when she grows up, and she values what she has learned as
both a writer and as a performer in YPT’s After-School Playwriting
Program. When asked to give one word that best describes YPT’s
workshop with Mr. Jonathan, Lila says: “Extraordinary.”
“Mr. Jonathan is very creative...” Lila explains. “And he makes sure that we
are having fun while making sure that we are also paying attention at the
same time. So, it’s not the same as other classes...”
As a budding writer and performer herself, Lila advises that those
interested in the dramatic arts use who they are to find inspiration.
“Just think about the person that you are, to start with,” advises Lila. “And
then you just think, ‘Oh, what kind of thing would I want to be,’ like an
alter ego or something that you wouldn’t want to be at all. And you
could try seeing which one you’d feel more comfortable with or would
like to try doing. Based off of that, you think of names, story, place. Like
all that is just based off of yourself.”
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All in all, Lila has a positive outlook on her future as a performer and a
writer and believes anyone can do anything if they put their mind to it!

Performances
Audience members reached: 379

Performances at YPT in 2017-18 were diverse and enriching in both
content and community-building.

Silence is Violence: LGBTQ+ You with SMYAL
The highlight of Fall 2017 was Silence is Violence: LGBTQ+ You, a night
of plays, songs, poetry and visual art presented in partnership with
the LGBTQ+ youth-serving organization SMYAL, featuring the work of
LGBTQ+ youth and adult writers and performances by LGBTQ+ artists
such as Asha “BOOMClak” Santee, j. Scales, Xemiyulu Manibusan
Tapepechul and Lady Dane Figueroa Edidi. Community activist Rayceen
Pendarvis hosted the dramatic performance for the evening.
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Performances

continued

Silence is Violence: Whose Earth is This, DC?
with City Blossoms
City Blossoms’ Mighty Greens’ Youth Entrepreneurship Cooperative
became another outstanding partner for a YPT production. YPT worked
with the Mighty Greens’ young entrepreneurs to write short plays
centering topics of environmental justice, gentrification and community
in the Spring 2018 installment of Silence is Violence: Whose Earth is This,
DC? Professional actors not only performed the plays for an enthusiastic
audience at the Josephine Butler Parks Center, but visited the students
at Cardozo High School where they saw the performance and shared a
homegrown meal made from vegetables from their garden.

2018 New Play Festival and THEARC
In an exciting partnership with THEARC’s iCan program, iCan students
assisted in the production of the 2018 New Play Festival performances at
THEARC (Town Hall Education Arts and Recreation Campus) in Southeast
DC. YPT produced fourteen student-written plays ranging from stories of
dolphins missing homework to a young person’s experience immigrating
to the United States.
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Laura Bard & Sydney Lo in My Bittersweet
Journey in Life (2018 New Play Festival)

Reflection

Silence is Violence:
Whose Earth is This, DC?
By YPT Artistic Director
Farah Lawal Harris

There were a lot of special moments this
past year, but one, in particular, stood
out to me. For Silence is Violence: Whose
Earth is This, DC?, we partnered with an
amazing local nonprofit called City
Blossoms and worked with students in
their Youth Entrepreneurship Cooperative
at Cardozo High School to write oneminute plays about environmental justice.
Their plays, along with others, were
performed for a public audience by
professional actors and later that spring,
we had the opportunity to take our actors
into the City Blossoms classroom to
perform the pieces for the students.
As a token of their appreciation, the
students wanted to make a salad with us
using vegetables they had grown
themselves. When the actors and I
arrived, Ms. Malka and her students
walked us through the process of
washing and chopping the ingredients
and creating the salads. Then we all got
to work. When the meal was ready, we
all sat at a long table to chat and break
bread with one another. We took turns
saying something we are thankful for,
then got to know each other a bit before
the actors performed their plays. This
experience was heartwarming, not only
because of the kind gesture and delicious
meal but because of the opportunity to
meet students where they were and be
open enough to learn new things from
them. This building of community is why I
do what I do.
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Meet Promising
Playwright
Josie Walyus
For 9th-grade H-B Woodlawn student Josie
Walyus, the 2018 New Play Festival was the
next step to a life-long dream. Josie’s play, Three
Cheers to Grace, was recently produced on High
School Night of the 2018 New Play Festival to
enthusiastic acclaim! Three Cheers to Grace follows car accident survivor
Eliza and comatose best friend Grace. Eliza struggles to come to terms
with the critical condition of her best friend, while Grace, although in a
coma, struggles to have her voice heard as her friends grow and change
around her.
“Three Cheers to Grace kind of came from different experiences I’ve had,”
explains Josie. “I like the idea of having a character not be limited to the
story being told, but stepping outside of it.” For Josie, that character is
Grace. Through Josie’s writing, the audience is able to see the story
unfold from Grace’s perspective, even if the character is in a physical
coma. And the tension builds as friends Grace and Eliza try to connect
with one another but just can’t.
Josie has always considered herself a writer, but is just now beginning to
see herself as a playwright: “I used to write when I was really little... but I
could never stick to something. So with writing plays, I feel like it’s a little
easier to stick to and explore different ways that people can talk.”
While Three Cheers to Grace isn’t the first thing Josie has written, she says
it is the first time she ever finished a play. The original play itself was a
much longer version than what was produced on stage, but YPT loved it
so much that next season we will produce the full version in a theatrical
run.
Josie says that the YPT experience was “mind-blowing” and that it further
encourages her to pursue playwriting professionally as she gets older. “I
learned a ton especially seeing it on stage... I had never seen anything
like that before: seeing your words come to life. So that was very cool.“
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To other young people interested in writing, Josie says, “Keep writing. I
totally never thought I would be doing something like this, but I just kept
on writing and kept on writing and taking classes and this is where I’m
at.”

YPT's New
Strategic Frame
In FY18, YPT developed a new strategic frame to ground our
organization in shared values and priorities. With the guidance of
In:sight/Cite Consulting, YPT crafted a statement of beliefs (our
Touchstone on pg. 1) as well as strategic priorities. These include
remaining student-centered, committing to anti-oppression in our
structure, processes and program delivery, ensuring that funding
responds to program and production needs and not the other way
around, making space for authenticity and responsive innovation and
maintaining a commitment to craft in producing our students’ work.

We are thrilled to share the Daring Hypotheses we generated during our
planning process, and invite you to dream big with us as our students
transform their communities and their own lives through the power of
storytelling!

YPT’s Daring Hypotheses
IF YPT can pilot new programs that e ducatestudents in ways that give
them more choice in telling their stories and provide a depth of
grounding in playwriting T
 HENstudents will be able to explore their own
lives in ways that allow them to be more s elf-actualized!
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Strategic Frame

continued

IFstudents are supported in being s elf-actualizedthrough storytelling 

THENthey will be able to tell more authentic andenriching s tories w
 hile
living more fulfilling lives!

IFstudents are supported in telling authentic and enrichingstories THEN
our productions will be better able to e
 ducateDC communities about the
lives, wisdom and brilliance of their young people, empowering students
while helping them to change their communities!
IFYPT can help e ducate D
 C communities about the brilliance of young

people through authentic and professional storytelling THEN YPT will be
able to g
 ather more resourcesto support young people’s selfactualization a
 nd h
 elp them grow into the great theater makers that they
can be and through that growth revolutionize the genre of theater for
young audiences.

IF YPT can gather more resources to support the s elf-actualizationof

students THENwe can pilot even more programs that e
 ducateand 
enrichstudents in ways that support them in living more fulfilling lives
and opening up new possibilities and artistic careers, while producing
performances that empower students to instigate change!
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Teaching Artist Lilian Oben with students

Support

This year, YPT secured support from diverse sources, including
foundations, individuals and corporations, to continue our amazing
programming and performances.

Notable Awards
We were awarded a pilot grant from the Children’s Theatre Foundation
of America (CTFA) that allowed us to expand our Silence is Violence:
LGBTQ+ You performance to include additional staged readings
specifically for participants of the Supporting and Mentoring Youth
Advocates and Leaders (SMYAL) program in October 2017. A grant
awarded by the Mayor’s Office of LGBTQ+ Affairs supported our
writing workshops serving the LGBTQ+ community, with focus on youth
experiencing homelessness.

Capital for Children
We also launched a new partnership with Capital for Children, a giving
circle that mobilizes funds for nonprofits like YPT whose programs
support youth. We were pleased to welcome Capital for Children member
Paul Feeko to our board as well.
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Support

continued

Learn24
YPT was honored to be among the first-year recipients of funding from
the Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education (DME) as part of the
Learn24 network of out-of-school time program providers. With the support of DME, YPT served more than 140 students throughout the school
year with our After-School Playwriting Programs!

Support in Northern Virginia
We are grateful for the partnership of the Alexandria Commission for the
Arts and the Community Foundation of Northern Virginia, which
supported our playwriting programs in Alexandria and Arlington, Virginia.

2018 Giving Voice Award Celebration
At the 2018 Giving Voice Award Celebration, we celebrated the
outstanding leadership of Barbara Harman, Founder and President of the
Catalogue for Philanthropy, an organization that connects potential
donors to worthy causes in the greater Washington Region. On the eve
of YPT’s 25th Anniversary, Barbara’s leadership in philanthropy inspires
YPT to ensure that supporters from all backgrounds are able to support
YPT on their terms.
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2018 Giving Voice Award Honoree
Barbara Harman

FY18 Financials
In FY18, YPT continued to grow its programming and performance
opportunities for hundreds of students and audience members
throughout the Greater Washington Region.

Income: $793,480
12%

25%

13%

1%
49%

Foundations
Corporations
Government
Individuals
Earned Income

Expenses: $834,384
6%
14%

Management
Fundraising
Programs and Productions

80%

The percentages above are derived from unaudited year-end actuals as of
June 30, 2018. YPT conducts a formal external audit every fall, with
audited year-end actuals available upon request by November 2018.
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Our Donors in FY18
YPT is deeply grateful for all of the amazing donors who support our
programming and performances.
Without you, there would be no YPT.

Classroom Champion

Anonymous
Walt and Evelyn Derengowski
Anne Eigeman
Paul and Jill Feeko
Rita Rodriguez

Inspiration

Anonymous
Glenn Greene
Neal and Ava Gross
Barbara Harman
Julie Paller
Victor Shargai
Patricia S. Smith
Johnny Walker

Insight

Anonymous
Alicia Dick
Essence Newhoff and Paul Gardullo
John Beyrle and Jocelyn Greene
Monica Herald
Laurence Platt and Clare Herington
Karen Kok
Burgess Levin
David and Dara Morenoff
Lisa and Will Rawls
Mairi Ross
Sarah Whitman

Creativity
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Anonymous
Winkler Becker
Warren and Amy Belasco

Creativity continued

Jeff Dicken
Robert F. Dodds
Phillip Genera
Marion and Patricia Goodyear
Thomas Joseph
Callie Kozlak
David Lowenstein
Margaret Poethig
Michael Cooperman and
Maria Schiff
Aaron Gonzales and Jenny Tobin
Albert Wat
Patricia Weiss
Evan and Jessica Wisser

Imagination

Riley Bartlebaugh and
Sophia Lewin Adams
Anonymous
Russell Stevenson and
Margaret Axtell
Kerry Benton
Erik Berg and Jill Harrison Berg
Don and Bonnie Blottenberger
Ben-James Brown
Julia Harman Cain
Jesse Card
Frank and Margaret Cervarich
Frank Cervarich
Duncan Chaplin
Chique Gavilan and Marisa Chaves
Colin Crawford
Mary Ann de Barbieri
Elizabeth Duncan

Imagination continued

Victoria Elliott
Zahi Faranesh
Roxanne Garza
Bryan Greene
Ann Banks and Jon Grossman
James E. Hamos and
Andrea Warren Hamos
Leon Harris
Marney Cheek and Bruce Hirsch
Leonard Hockstader
Toby Horn
Carol Falk and Alan Johnson
Alanna Kelly
Karl and Carol Kindel
Michael Lainoff and
Kathryn Kincaid
Vilma Linares
Lynne Maxwell
Halley McArn
Laura Meitz
Hazel Moore
Mike Nehmer
Carmine James Spellane and
Susan Noon
Theresa Rowell
Laurie Davis and Joseph Sellers
Daniel Smith
Chris Stacey
Amelia Stanley
Nancy Polikoff and
Cheryl Swannack
David Travis
Christopher Vargas
Margo Vickers
Susan Wagner
Andrew Wakefield
Jill Weiler
Laura Wood
Lisa and Alexander Wood
Laura Worby
Anne Urban and Peter Yeo

Courage

Nicole Anderson
Anonymous
Susan Wood and Barney Bauer
Alison Beyrle
Shirley Bloomquist
Victoria Boutin
George Bozzini
Kent Bream
Nevie Brooks
Joanna Calabrese
Robyn Castro
Amy Celarier
Anna Chang
Cina Chegia
Kathleen Chiarantona
Michael Clyne
Shayna Cook
Marin Rose Correa
Ellen Culter
Jeannie Cunningham
Jan Curtis
Elizabeth Daerr
Anna David
James Davis
William Demps
Puja Dhawan
Oliver Dickerson
Carole Doeppers
Thomas Holzman and
Alison Drucker
Deb Duncan
Cecilia Cortes Earle
Semra Ergun
Amelia Field
Ainsley Foulds
Carlye Frank
Jeff Gilliland
Kathleen and Wesley Girvin
Stephanie Gitler
Joseph and Merna Guttentag
Diane Harris
Natalie Helper
Andrea Hines
David Jeffrey Horowitz
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Courage continued

Caleen Jennings
Ernie Joselovitz
Donna Murphy and Keenan Keller
Madonna Kinne
Carolyn Trager Kliman
Stephanie Klodzen
Erin Kozlak
Lance Kramer
Mark Kristula
Kevin LaCherra
Lisa Landmeier
Courtney Lane
Mitch Lerner
Amy Lewis
Mary Lord
Louise Meng
Kathleen Millspaugh
Bryanda Minix
Linda Molino
Harve L. Nichols
Kate Northrup
Catherine O’Connor
Kathleen O’Donnell
Laura Olsen
Kari Parsons
Tanya Penny
Lauren Phillips

Patrick Rainey
Brian Rea
Carlynn Rudd
Danielle Rutkowski
Michael Saltzman
Erica Sarahong
Nancy Schallhorn
Steve Schwartz
Susan Seiler
Caroline and Geoffrey Griswold
Short
Kavita Singh
Merrill Springer
Larry Strauss
Juliet Stovall
Vanessa Strickland
Maria Tatham
Ashley Trick
Job van Zuijlen
Grace VanderVeer
Judith Stahl Viorst
Christie Walser
K. Michele Walters
Katherine White
Nicholas Wilby
Will Wurzel
Steven Yenzer
Russell Zung

YPT is pleased to acknowledge our
Combined Federal Campaign and
DC One Fund supporters:
Anonymous
Rupa Bhattacharyya
Michael Brown
Todd Garrison
Roberta Gasbarre
Katherine Kyle
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Phylece LeVally
Donna Murphy
Julie Paller
Egan Reich
Sarah Smith

To donate through these workplace giving programs, please use our
codes (CFC: 64148 / DC ONE FUND: 8499) or contact Jessica Wisser at
jwisser@yptdc.org.

Our FY18 Major Funders

DC Commission on the Arts and Humanities
National Endowment for the Arts
Mayor’s Office on Latino Affairs
Mayor’s Office on LGBTQ Affairs
Logan Foundation
Office of the Deputy Mayor for Education

Additional FY18 Funding Provided By:
Anonymous
Advisory Neighborhood
Commission 1C
Alexandria Commission for the Arts
Morris and Gwendolyn
Cafritz Foundation
Capital for Children
Capitol Hill Community Foundation
Children’s Theatre Foundation of
America
Community Foundation of
Northern Virginia
Corina Higginson Trust
Dimick Foundation
Harman Family Foundation

Hermanowski Family Foundation
Kaplan Family Foundation
Claude and Nancy Keener
Charitable Fund
Lainoff Family Foundation
Leon Fund of the Community
Foundation
Morningstar Foundation
Nora Roberts Foundation
Howard and Geraldine Polinger
Family Foundation
Posner Family Foundation
Share Fund
Unitarian Universalist Church of
Reston
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Our FY18
Corporate Sponsors:

Gelman, Rosenberg and Freedman
Your Part Time Controller
Wells Fargo
EY
KPMG
Demosphere
Devils Backbone Brewing Company
Google (Employee Matching
Gift Program)
Kimley-Horn

Northrop Grumman ECHO
TechImpact
Verizon (Employee Matching
Gift Program)

Do you see an error in our donor, funder or sponsor lists? Please contact
YPT Development Director Jessica Wisser at jwisser@yptdc.org so that we
can correct it.

Young Playwrights’ Theater was a member of the 2017-18 class of the
Catalogue for Philanthropy and remains a proud partner in their
2018-19 fiscal year. For more information about the Catalogue for
Philanthropy, please visit cfp.org.
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Our Team in FY18
Administration

Programs

Brigitte Winter

Jared Shamberger

Frank Cervarich*

Claudia Rosales Waters

Executive Director
Operations Director

External Relations
Jessica Wisser

Program Director

Program Associate

Monica Johnson

Administrative Assistant

Development Director

Productions

Emma Wesslund^

Farah Lawal Harris

Development Manager

Laura Wood*

Development Associate

Teshonne Powell

Communications Manager

Artistic Director

Ashley Thweatt*

Production Assistant

Louis E. Davis

Production Assistant

Keta Newborn^

Production Assistant
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Our Team

continued

Board of Directors
Leadership Team

Glenn Greene

Callie Kozlak

Ben-James Brown

Anne Eigeman

Chair

Vice Chair

Treasurer

Secretary

Directors
Frank Cervarich^

Julie Paller

Walter Derengowski

Lisa Rawls

Alica Dick*

Governance Committee Chair

Finance Committee Chair

Paul Feeko
Roxanne Garza
Colin Hovde^
Karen Kok*

Johnny Walker

Brigitte Winter

Executive Director,
Young Playwrights’ Theater

Karen Zacarías

Founding Artistic Director,
Young Playwrights’ Theater

Burgess Levin*
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* Served through FY18
^ Currently serving since FY19

Contact Us
YPT has so much in store for FY19!
Here are some ways that you can stay
up to date with YPT’s programs,
productions and events!

Our Website

Visit us online at yptdc.org.

Our E-Newsletter

Visit our website to join our email list
and receive our monthly e-newsletter.

Our Social Media

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram at @YPTDC

Our Email

General inquiries and Volunteering:
Monica Johnson at
mjohnson@yptdc.org
Programs:
Jared Shamberger at
jshamberger@yptdc.org
Giving Opportunities:
Jessica Wisser at
jwisser@yptdc.org
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“

I see this as a form of resistance: it is how we change the
narrative here at home. It’s a tough job, tougher than
usual, but just as we invite and encourage kids to make
their voices heard, we can, and must, make ours heard on
their behalf, and on behalf of the many other children in
Washington whose stories need telling.

yptdc.org

“

Barbara Harman
Founder and President, Catalogue for Philanthropy
2018 Giving Voice Award Honoree

